The Agile
Customer Journey
Launch Quickly, Get Real Results,
and Improve Over Time
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C

ustomer Journeys are an emerging trend in the marketing technology industry that promise superior
results and reduced costs through a combination of more personalized, consistent engagement with
customers and prospects, and improved automation.

THE NUMBERS ARE STAGGERING

54%
greater return on
marketing investment,

56%

more cross- and
up-sell revenue,

3.5

times greater
referral revenue,

18

times faster average
sales cycle for starters.

SIX REASONS FOR CUSTOMER JOURNEYS
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Source: Aberdeen Group, September 2016

Getting started can be diﬃcult, however. Less than 40% of companies have implemented methodologies to understand
their customer journeys, much less launched a robust campaign. This is compounded by the potential number of systems
and data-points involved, leading to a desire to move forward potentially paralyzed by endless analysis.
At KORCOMPTENZ, we believe there is a better way: The Agile Customer Journey.
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UNDERSTANDING THE SYSTEMS
One of the biggest challenges organizations face is separating the required platforms from the desired state. In a perfect
world, a data warehouse feeds visualized business intelligence to data scientists for ultimate consumption by marketing
strategists. An enterprise Customer Relationship Management system tracks every customer interaction online and oﬄine,
updating a Marketing Automation platform perfectly integrated with your website Content Management System. The
whole aﬀair is overseen by advanced artiﬁcial intelligence and machine learning that identiﬁes trends mere humans can’t,
and makes adjustments 24 hours a day.

WEB CONTENT
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
APPLICATION

Manages all web content,
forms, and other assets with
the potential to personalize
content in real time

Visualization and reporting
tools leveraging historical
data and with the ability to
predict future trends

ERP + DATA WAREHOUSE

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP
MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

MARKETING
AUTOMATION PLATFORM

Repository for all
customer, sales, and
marketing data

Primary platform to manage
all current customer data
across sales, service, and
marketing

Marketing application that
supports a combination of
email, text message, print,
and social advertising with
real time automation and
personalization

Back in the real world, however, many organizations are just getting started ﬁne-tuning these systems, the platforms may
only be partially in place or non-existent, the data is imperfect, and we’re not ready to turn over control to a robot we’ve
barely met. There’s also that pesky little budget to worry about as a full enterprise system and the implementation can
easily top six ﬁgures.
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WHAT YOU REALLY NEED

Once you accept that reality remains a few steps short of perfection, you can start isolating the core components from
the idealized stack. We begin by asking what we’re really trying to accomplish. Can we reduce the complexities of a
journey down to a simple statement? We believe the answer is yes.

We need to collect information from customers and prospects, and follow up with them
regularly, in a personalized manner, based on those data points
If we want to get slightly more sophisticated, we can add the following:

We would also like to include targeted triggers for important interactions like abandoning
a shopping cart, sending a reminder that it’s time to reorder, showcasing related
products/services of possible interest, or maybe simply a birthday greeting

In either case, the more streamlined deﬁnitions allow us to greatly reduce the number of systems and associated
complexity, introducing a lot more options – including some that are open source, can be conﬁgured entirely online, and
used without a fee.
Yes, you read that correctly: You can get started today and have your initial campaigns up and running, quickly, eﬃciently,
and eﬀectively.

KEY SYSTEMS REQUIRED
www

Targeted Digital
Marketing

Responsive Website with
Lead Forms +
Downloadable Content

Marketing Automation
Capabilities with Multiple
Messaging Tracks

Open Source solutions are available to reduce costs and complexities even further.
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WHAT ABOUT THE STRATEGY?
Of course, there’s also a strategic component including the design of the journey, and the supporting collateral and content.
To develop those materials, however, organizations are often left looking at their customer base, trying to ﬁnd a continuous
thread to unspool into the perfect understanding of every touch point. The end-result is the world’s most tangled ball of yarn
and a list of assets a mile long. We call this mapping madness, as illustrated in the image below.

THE SPAGHETTI INCIDENT

POSSIBLE JOURNEY
PROSPECT

CUSTOMER

The traditional approach begins by attempting to unravel all possible permutations before implementation

Fortunately, a little agility and common sense goes a long way to accelerating your success:
Don’t worry about identifying every possible scenario in the early phases; target your highest value
customers and prospects, and make some assumptions that you can reﬁne and tweak over time

Make every eﬀort to ensure your assets are reusable and applicable to a broader audience; a little
personalization can go a long way, there’s no need to write custom messaging for each and every customer

Remember, one of the biggest beneﬁts of the journey approach is the ability to generate the reports you need to make
improvements over time. Rather than wallowing in the sticky complexities for days on end, get your campaign up and
running, report, and improve. This way you will see results and have the data you need to plan for the future.
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DON’T FORGET TO GENERATE DEMAND
One more thing before we wrap up: Don’t assume that if you build it they will
come. If you’re targeting new prospects, you are going to need to generate
demand through search and social channels. While you don’t need to mortgage
your house on Google’s behalf, the launch of your customer journeys should
coincide with campaigns to attract the right customer base. You can always
start small and expand once you start seeing success and generating more
revenue.

Top Ways to Generate Targeted Demand

Search Engine Marketing

Social Media Advertising

Remarketing

Email + Digital Messaging

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE AGILE?
The word agile gets uses often in marketing and technology. Everyone seems
to know that it means, and yet it’s usually left undeﬁned or relegated to some
obscure methodology that is rarely adhered to. We believe it begins by
changing your approach in three key ways.

Reverse Your
Thinking

Reﬁne Your
Objective

Iterate to
Innovate
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REDEFINING THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY
In conclusion, we’d like to complete the redeﬁnition of the Agile Customer Journey. Building on the previous statements,
here are the key components you need to address for success:

Marketing Campaign

Website

Sign-up

Automated Follow-up

WE’RE HERE TO HELP
KORCOMPTENZ is your total technology transformation partner, helping you engage your customers and prospects, enable
your business, and accelerate your results. Request a consultation to learn more about our web and marketing technology
services, business management solutions, mobile apps and custom development, and infrastructure management services.

Request a Consultation

www.korcomptenz.com

100 Valley Road, Suite 102
Mount Arlington, New Jersey 07856
United States
1-973-601-8770
DISCLAIMER: The content provided in this document is intended solely for general information purposes. The content was compiled with reasonable care and attention
at the time of its release. However, it is possible that some information in this document is incomplete, incorrect, out-dated, or inapplicable to particular circumstances or
conditions. KORCOMPTENZ does not accept liability for direct or indirect losses resulting from using, relying or acting upon information in this document.
This document may content logos, trademarks, service marks or other insignia owned by third party organizations. The use of any such items does not constitute an
endorsement, sponsorship, or any formal association with the respective owner. The respective owner retains all rights and title to their intellectual property.
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